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Unforgettable Ineinory tips
By Deborah Fotiadi

Hordes of people with carts as
appendages jam into the narrow slits
of aisles, bouncing off each other like
cue balls. You'd be less hemmed-in if
you were between the pre-mixed cake
packages and the sacks. of flour.
Suddenly a voice booms above the din
of shoppers calling your name. You
turn around and see a man bounding
up the aisle knocking over old women
and canned goods with like abandon,
grinning at you from ear-to-ear.
"Kathy, how are you? I haven't seen
you in ages. Where have you been?
Cissy and I were just talking about
you the other day ."
You stare at the man blankly and
fr-antically wrack your brain trying to
remember who he is and who the hell
Cissy is. He obviously knows you from
somewhere, but where? So you
stammer and stumble through a
conversation too embarrassed to tell
the man yqu can't remember his
name. He says something about
getting together and you mutely
agree. He's off with a wave of a hand,
plastering a store attendent against
the spagetti as he leaves. In the
meantime
you've
completely
forgotten what it was you wanted to
buy.
Situations like this are all but too
true for most of us. You sometimes
doubt your own intelligence because
of a seemingly unfailing incapacity to
remember names of people, streets,
phone numbers or where you placed
your purse. Someone, wh~e name
you can't recall tells you that you're
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spacey and you reluctantly admit that
at times you are.
Actually memory and intelligence
are two different animals. You can't
improve your intelligence, (once a
dummy, always a dummy), but you
can improve your memory. All you
need do is let your imagination work
for you and associate.
There's a book out called "THE
MEMORY BOOK," by Harry

Larayne and Jerry Lucas which tells
you specifically how to improve your
memory.
To remember any new information
it must be associated to something
you know in some ridiculous way.
Form a completely preposterous
image in your mind. The more
preposterous it is the easier it will be
to remember. It's vitally important
that the image is not logical and, by no
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means, sensible.
To give you an example : You have
to remember to do three things today;
get some light bulbs, buy some
stamps and visit a friend in the
hospital. Imagine a light bulb lying
in a hospital bed licking stamps.
You have to pick up some pork
chops, a gallon of milk and a package
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Terry Thomas new rep
By Ray Hutcherson

The Veterans Administration has a
new program called Vet Rep on
Campus, VROC , designed to cut red
tape with an on campus representative . 'Columbia 's Rep, Terry
Thomas, will be here Thursdays 1 PM
to 6 Pm in room 719, Laura Day's 7th
floor office.
Terry will help veterans with their
educational allowance payment
problems by providing early
recognition of any payments which
are delayed in processing.
Terry stressed that he won't be able
to get the money for you immediately
but he will diagnose your problem and
check it out, hopefully clearing the
check if it has been bogged down.
This personal assistance offered by
Terry can reduce the "Hurry Up And
Wait" syndrome suffered by most
military related organizations.
Laura Day will still be the certifying
official but now any problems she
cannot solve in the office Terry will
follow up.
Columbia has two dozen Vets out of
a hundred that have VA problems
each semester. "Columbia has less
problems than most schools because
of Mrs. Day," Terry stated.
Not only will the Vet receive personal VA attention but there are some
new procedures being offered.
· One calls for advance payment on
all
applications
requesting
educational benefits. Payments are
being delivered when the veteranstudent enrolls and consists of
benefits payable for the first two
calendar months of enrollment.
Previously many veterans with
financial problems were unaware of
advance payments and lost the op-

portunity to enter school. Others
sought loans or were forced to seek
private loans at high interest rates
when school loans were exhausted ..
Terry knows the procedures which

often seem complicated by the many
numbered forms .
He is there to help you with VA
related problems or questions , so use
him.

Laura Day, Financial aid officer, works with Terry Thomas from
the Veteran's Administration to help students with the G.l. Bill
problems they might encounter.
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Monograph
My old '58'er
by Gary Moffat
About the time I started thinking
and reasoning for myself, I was, for
the first time, in the ml\J"ket for a
machine. Not just transportation,
rather an automobile that would
reflect the real me. With $125.00 to
spend, I had adequate resourses to do
just that.
Actually, my brother and I had to
buy a car to travel back and forth to
our part-time jobs. We had to have
jobs or we couldn't afford the car. It
was one of those reciprocal-spiraling
economic conditions. Sort of like
supply and demand inflation.
We ended up buying a 1958 Chevy
Impala. It was beautiful-a baby blue
convertible. (Even though the roof
had to be manually positioned, it was
still a convertible.)
We were blinded by love. The car
would move only if we promised to
replace three hoses, two spark plug
wires or install a new starter motor
before inserting the key in the
ignition.
We spent so much time at the Shell
station on the corner that my brother
ended up marrying the owner's •
daughter. He said it was for love but I
think it was for a discount on parts.
That car used so much oil that my
parents converted our home heating
system to gas and we filled the old oil
storage tank up with SAE 10-W-30.
Our '58 ragtop served its purpose
but we wasted one hellu~ lot of
money in the short time we drove it.
Columbia College, much older and
wiser than I, is becoming more guilty,
everyday, of the same foolish
mistake--<lumping dollars that will
never be recovered, into a project of a
temporary nature.
540 North Lake Shore Drive is a
building constructed at the turn of the
century. It's permanance on the
lakefront is questionable. We don't
even own it, but continue to invest our
limited funds (an exact figure is not
available) in an effort to improve it.
All of us here are aware of the
problem. The College is growing
faster than mom and dad can afford to
buy clothes.
We squeaked through this year with
last minute alterations. If enrollment
sores another 26 percent next year,
like it did this semester, we can expect 284.4 new students. With compounded interest like that, we'll have
to hold classes in the stairwells.
The school's projected move has

VOTE

been beaten right into the ground. We
need action now. Every farthering
spent is capital subtracted from
money available to purchase a
building. Somebody better get it in
gear or we won't have to worry about
expanding.
_
My brother and I finally got rid of
most of that car; we kept the hubcaps.
He has two and I have two. As
souveniers, they are worth their
weight in gold, as a lesson to be
remembered.

College calendar
Fall-Semester 1974-75

Thanksgiving Holiday
Christmas Vacation begins
Classes Resume
End of Semester

Thursday-Friday, November 28-29
Sunday, Demetnber 22
Monday, January 6
Saturday, January 25

Intensive Mid Term 1975

Classes Begin
End of Term

Monday, January Tl
Saturday, February 15
Spring Term 1975

Classes Begin
Spring Recess Begins
Classes Resume
Memorial Day Holiday
Commencement
End of Semester

Monday, February 17
Sunday, March 30
Monday, April 7
Monday, May 26
Friday, June 6
Saturday, June 7

94 years of Columbia
By

Martha Sjostrom

Columbia College is about as old as
the rp.oveable sidewalk and ferris
wheel.
In -1890, a ~roup of educators
founded a women's elocution school
and called it Columbia School of
Oratory, apparently because the
Columbian Exposition was about to
open.
In contrast with the education
students expect from Columbia today,
the goal of the first Columbia was
public speaking, an interesting aim
considering the amount of speaking in
public that women did at that time ...
The school was located on the south
side of Chicago at 3358 South
Michigan.
In 1907, the school changed it's
name to the Columbia College of
Expression. It was also a three year
Normal School for teacher education.
Libby Jones, in the Records Office,
showed me some student records
from the 1920's. One woman, in the
summer of 1922, took physica l
education courses. Tennis, dance, and
anatomy were some other courses
offered. Another woman, who got her
teacher's certificate in 1926 took
physical education courses and a
Bible class.
In the 1920's the school moved its
campus to downtown Chicago. At the
time, Maybelle Prustman Johnson
was president of the school.
When the Depression hit in the mid
1930's, the school, along with many
other institutions, barely survived. Its
emphasis on speech-arts and the new
interest in Radio Broadcasting
sustained it. For several years, radio
was the main education curriculum .'
In 1934, men were admitted for the
first time, as the school went co-ed .
After World War II, the school went
through more changes. The Speech-

Arts program was diminishing, and
with the surge of returning GI's, the
school broadened its scope of mass
communications. Television, having
been developed , became the college's
main emphasis. The name, Columbia
College of Expression became
unappropriate. In 1944 the school was
officially called, simply, Columbia
College.
Libby Jones had some records from
1946. The tuition was $459.00 plus
"material charges."
In 1963, again the college was
failing . There were only 150 students,
25 faculty members, all part-time, no
library, and a paltry budget of
$100,000. It had no subsidies, and no
public support.

Dance schedule
November 1, 2, and 3:

The Medicine Show (N. Y.) Performance-Fri. and Sat. 8:00, Sun 2:00
and 8:00.
Saturdays, November 9 to January
11:

Anjani Ambegaokar Kathak Dance
Workshops
November 11, 18, and 25, December 2
and 9:

Shirley Mordine-Learning Through
Movement Workshop
November 22, 23, 29 and 30:

Chicago Moving Company
April 17, 18 and 19:

Don Redlich Company Master Classes
and Performances
May:

Dance Troupe and Chicago Moving _
Compan'y Performances

The following winter, according to a
catalogue from the records office, a
self-study was made, and according to
it, three policies were affirmed : The
school would continue its emphasis on
communication arts and public information; the small part-time
faculty of professionals would be
depended on to c~rry out the
educatiQn goals; and the faculty
would make the classes realistic
rather than " narrowly instructive."
In 1963, the school moved into the
building it is in today. Mr. Rich
Loeber, of Arthur Rubloff, Inc. said
that the building was constructed in
1912 as two separate buildings, and
today Columbia College occupies
much of the space.
The school has come a long way
from a small women's college to what
it is today. It wasn't easy, but the
struggle was worth it.
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Listen, quite an earful

WCSB Top 10 Songs
Of Blues Josh Brande
2. Jazzman
Carole King
3. Cosmik Debris
Frank Zappa
4. Eternal Spiral ·
Passport
5. Blue Ships
Coven
6. Golliwog's Cakewalk
Tomita
7. Boy Meets
Blackbyrds
8. Ladies Love Outlaws Lee Clayton
9. Is It In?
Eddie Harris
10. Feel Like Makin ' Love Bob James
1. Those Kind

.WCSB Top 6 Albums
Bad Company
2. Lee Calyton ·
Lee Clayton
3. So Far
CS N & Y
·Elton John
4. Caribou
5. Teasin'
Cornell DuPree
6. Welcome Back My FriendEmerson Lake & Palmer

1:Bad Company

The endowment pictured above belongs to Miss Nude America of1974, Cover Girl Cheryle. (That is her real
name. We didn't have room for her real head.) The ear belongs to Dick Dorst, the president of Naked City in
Roselawn, Indiana. Both visited Columbia on October 10 to record a radio program that will be aired
December 24, at 2:35am on WBBM-FM (96.3). The show, part of the Listen series, was produced by Bill Hoff
and directed by Chuck Dovbish. The subject of the program is, "Nudism: What do they do for pockets?" Stay
h t b L
R ·
up that night and listen. And use your imagination.
P 0 0 Y OU OCIO 1a

New quarters for graphics and ar
By

Avy Meyers

Rennovations that should have been
. extensive and expensive, were held to
a minimum , as the Graphics and Art
Departments took over most of the
·first floor at 469 E. Ohio.

The three people who were chiefly
responsible for the rennovations are:
Barry Burlisom, Chairman of the
graphics and arts department as well
as the Assistant Chairman, Jack

Construction continues on f irst floor gr aphics department at 469 E.
Ohio

Hagman and Jake Careef, Columbia's
carpenter in residence.
The three year old graphics and arts
department which began with six
classes and is now up to twenty-six;
thus the reason for the expansion. The
department now has more than 7500
square feet of new space, more than
double the amount it occupied last
year.
The plans for the project were
drawnup in less than thirty days by
Burlison, who is very pleased with the
new setup. Much of the actual construction in the new quarters was
done by Hagman along with Careef.
Among the items they constructed
were, flat tables, stone litho tables,
several new sinks, acid bath, silk
screen table and more.
One example is the new crafts room
which was formerly a Northwestern
University laboratory for making
artificial limbs. ''We built around and·
added on material rather than
destroy" Burlison said. "We took
advantage of what was here for ·
minimum work and minimum expense.''
On other work, he added, "One of
the things we are really pleased with
is our darkroom . Proud that we
squeezed it in with minimum con.struction." Previously, graphics and
arts students did not have their own
darkroom.
Another addition is the twothousand square foot studio where
etching, lithography and silk
screening occur simaltaneously.
Burlison noted that he wanted to
" ... try to keep the area open so that
there can be interaction between the

various parts of the room so that they
can work in a regular studio setup .~'
As for the printmaking setup, he
called it " ... one of the most complete
at any college across the country.
New equipment also abounds on the
new first floor. There is a twothousand dollar copy camera that can
copy a negative or positive print in
less than a minute. A new plate maker
is there as will be three new looms
which just arrived. An electric press
has not yet been received. Those
items are of course in addition to the
numerous items that Hagman and
Careef built for the department.
It should be noted that the tables
built by Hagman and Careef, were
designed and built with the specific
purpose they would be used for in
mind. This according to Bert Gall,
director of instructional services who
has been with Columbia for the past
nine years, "Without Jack Hagman
and Jake Careef, could not have been
done for anywhere near the cost. "
Gall also discussed additional
college moves which include making
room 519 solely a painting room and
make 518 the drawing room. The
typewriters presently in 518, the
classes held there and the C.C. Writer,
will be moving to the first floor at 469
E. Ohio. Columbia will be acquiring
1600 additional square feet of space on
the first floor by November 1, thus
q1aking the move possible.
As to the total cost of the Graphics
and Art rennovations and construction, Gall said, "Not all of the
bills are in yet so I don't want to
estimate the cost. Internal costs from
work we did ourselves, probably cost
no more than $3,000.00.

.

· ·- --~-·---
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not only can I give you tre reN TOYOTA that you V\ent for a price that no one else
rretch... but I 'II give you $100 off oo the price of the car and I'II throw in this am-fm rafor free... And~ have the best deal in servi~ at DOVVNTCM/1\1 TOYOTA... as vwll as our
body shop and OOt"Jl)lete parts OOpartrrent. You'll~ a good deal, and good ~erviool I I

. J-OURS; SALES-9:00to8:~,Sat.9-5
PARTS' rvbn-Fri. 8:00.5:00 SERV-rvbn-Fri. 7:3>-5:00
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Demonstration

Antowyn Cauley cause grows rapidly
By Nicole Stacey
A demonstration of 150 people
marched together October 6, on the
far north side of Chicago, putting
forward three demands; Free Antowyn Cauley, indict John Wilson and
stop police represseion.
Cauley was shot August 7, on
Juneway Terrace near Howard Street
by Chicago Policeman, John Wilson.
Cauley was subsequently charged
with disorderly conduct, assaulting a
police officer and use of an unlawful
weapon.
It all started when a policeman
threatened a Black Vietnam vet with
a night stick. When Antowyn Cauley
arrived a crowd had gathered, the vet
had been arrested, along with three
other people. One of those, a woman
who was seven months pregnant, had
to be taken to a hospital after being
pushed with a night stick by a
policeman.
Cauley explains what happened, "A
cop threw a guy up against a paddy
wagon. He was all bloody and I knw
there was nothing I could do. I was
with another guy and we headed for
home.
"Then a cop said 'I'm taking
collection' meaning to bail out,
everyone would have to pay .$25. I said
to my friend that cops . only have
courage in groups. A cop a few feet
away heard me.
"He filled up with hate and told me
to stop, to come over there . He had his
hand on his pistol. I wasn't about to go
back. I started to walk away- and then
I ran just until I got tired-a couple of
blocks to Juneway.
·

He Continued, "There were two
cops on foot after me. They caught me
and pinned me to the back of a car.
Another cop jumped from his squad
car, ran over, searched me down and
then shot me in the side. The bullet
came out my chest."
Four witnesses claim he had no
knife, as alleged by police, and said he
couldn't have used one if he did
because two policemen were holding
both his arms. There were no
fingerprints found on a knife that was
recovered .
The domonstration was called by
the coalition to Free Antowyn Cauley
and Stop Police Repression. There are
eight organizations participating in
the coalition including two student
organizations, the Revolutionary
Student Brigade and the Iranian
Students Association.
The demonstration rallied in an
empty parking lot on Juneway
Terrace. People from several
organizations spoke along with
Cauley, his mother, witnesses and
people from the community.
One speaker, from People's Voice,
an
anti-imperialist
worker's
newspaper said, "Big business has
plans for Juneway . They are purposely letting the community
deteriorate so that the whole area can
be torn down and high rises and
shopping centers can be built."
He continued, "They have a plan to
do this .· They're letting housing run
down, red lining (banks refusing
mortgages in certain areas), burning
buiWings for insurance and letting old
abandoned buildings sit as fire traps."
Eight policemen were lined up

Cauley

against the building across the street.
There were also four plainclothesmen taking pictures of the
demonstrators .
The rally first marched through the
community chanting, moving toward
the Foster Police Station .
When the demonstration reached
the police station a picket line was
formed. One policeman at the station
said, "I don't know much about this
but it seems like you'll always end up
with an anti police crowd."
On October 7, supporters came . to
Cauley's pre-tria l hearirig . They
packed the small courtroom in the
Civic Center. A trial date was set for
January, 1975 at a second hearing on
October 21.
Wilson

WCSB Notice

Police followed the domoiistraters throughout their march from Juneway Terrace to the Foster Police
station. Only one minor disturbance, without arrests was- reported. Photo by Vandell Cobb

Audition tapes for WCSB's Interim
semester are due on December 1.
Students who have completed Radio 1,
Radio 2, College Radio News, and one
semester of College Radio Programs,
are eligible for a DJ shift. DJ tapes
should consist of 5 minutes of news, a 2
minute commercial, a 1 minute Public
Service Announcement, and a 1
·minute lead into a record.
Persons who have completed Radio
1, Radio 2, Writing & Reporting
Broadcast News and/or Newswriting
are eligible for a news position. News
tapes should consist of 5 minutes of
news, a 2 minute commercial, a one
minute
Public
Service
Announcement, and an additional 2%
minutes of news.
Tapes should be turned in to Mike
Fee no later than Noon on December
1. Final decisions will be made by AI
Parker.
There are only six openings in each
catagory .
·
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Pin games:
BIG
ON
CANON
CAMERAS
BY Jeff Justman

Complicated as computers

Canon

lll'~n

50mrnJ1.8 SC
Helix Cash: $369.50
50mm f1 .4 sse
Helix Cash: $409.50
50mm f1.2 sse
Helix Cash: $489.50

"We've been told that digital and
analogue computers are nothing but
high-class pinball machines," said
Alvin Gottlieb of D. Gottlieb and
Company, in Northlake, Illinois.
Gottlieb is the pinball industry's
aristocrat in the manufacturing of
flipper games. They've been in the
business since 1927 when they
released their first model. It was
called "Baffle Ball" and involved
seven balls that rolled into traps
scoring from 100 to 500 points. The
game cost a penny to play!
"It was a natural for the depression,
Alvin Gottlieb said. How else could a
fellow with all day on his hands get so

Two and a half years ago I was hired
at Empire, the leading distributor of
coin operated amusement games in
the world, as a game washer.
One day, after I washed a game
down and brought it over to one of the
mechanics to work on, the foreman
saw me eyeing a pingame with love.
He simply said, "Don't just look at
that pin-game, get to work and fix it!"
I admit at first I knew nothing about
how a pingame worked electrically,
but I was fortunate enough to have my
brother (who had fixed pingames for
two prior years) work next to me.
Basic elements to a pinball machine
are; flippers (which Gottlieb introduced in 1948 on a game called

much amusement for a penny."
Bally Manufacturing in Chicago
also released a simple, color filled
pinball game in late 1931, called
"Ballyhoo." By 1932 the machine had
sold 50,000 games! Ballyhoo sold for a
list price of $16.00.
The ipside of a modern pinball
machine is not as complicated as a
computer, but it is a maze of candystriped wires, some in tied cables,
some wandering off to their
designated relay, solenoid, or unit.
There are literally a thousand
switches consisting of one inch blades
that have to make and/or break at
precisely the right time for the
machine to function properly.
Meanwhile plungers are pulled into
their solenoids, digits step up, and
relay banks reset. It is all comparable
to an old time one man band in which
something must ring a bell, pound a
drum, and at the same time play an
accordion in order to produce a
distinguishable melody.
"You have to be a genius to fix a
pinball machine," I've heard over and
over again. Well ... genius you don't
have to be, but it does take a basic
electronics knowledge and a
mechanical inclination.
I know! I am a pinball mechanic at
Empire Distributing, in Chicago, a
subsiderary of Bally Manufacturing.

"Humpty Dumpty"), pop bumpers
(consisting of a solenoid that pulls in
when a metal railing is hit and
propells the silver ball away from the
bumper) and that the game has some
object or sequence to play for.
Fulfillment of this sequence usually
awards a replay or an extra ball.
There are pinball games for
everyone and every mood. Of the
manufacturers-Gottlieb, Williams
Electronics, Bally, and Chicago
Coin-all of which are Chicago area
based, a new pingame comes out at
least every other month.
It is a multimillion dollar business
now, with a new pin game costing
from $795.00 to $995.00 depending on
whether or not the game is a single or
multiple player. Gottlieb games are
usually for the more skillfull and
serious player, while William's games
are for "amphetimine freaks" who
like a lot of high speed action in their
play.
Bally machines and Chicago Coin ·
games usually vary with their degree
of skill an~often incorporate a playful
gimmick, such as in Hugh Hefner's
favorite game-Bally Fireball.
Fireball can have as many as three
silver balls in play at the same time,
resulting in pandemonium for the
player.
·
When I tell people I'm a pinball

Add $18.00 for hood & case

Canon
~~m

50mm f1.8 SC & case
Helix Cash: $169.50
50mm f1.4 sse & case
Helix Cash: $199.50

CANON FTBn
"-"\

50mm f 1.8 SC
Helix Cash : $209.50
50mm f1.4 sse
Helix Cash: $249.55
55mm f1.2 sse
Helix Cash: $339.50
Add $10.00 for case.
Helix stocks all Canon cameras and lenses as well as all
other major camera brands.
We can ship from stock in
24 hours via United Parcel
Service. Save money on cameras from the Midwest' largest
professional photo supplier.

HELIX LIMITED
679-W North Orleans
Chica99, Illinois 60610
(312)944-4400
Daily
9:00.,.--5:30
Saturday 9:00-2:30

mechanic the first question I'm
usually asked is, "Can you get me a
slot machine?" After I answer "no",
and proceed with a lecture on the
illegality of slot machines and the
registration of slot machine parts with
the government. I am often stunned
with the additional question of,
"Aren't pinball machines and slot
machines the same thing?"
"Not quite!" I answer. Yet it is this
attitude has attributed to the pinball
machine being outlawed in the city of
Chicago. While the majority of the
world is playing the Chicago based
product and having a good time at it,
Chicago thinks they are gambling
devices.
Much of the confusion has to do
with "bingo" machines which are in
the same wooden cabinet as pinball.
But bingo machines have odds to play
for, money payouts, and are a complete game of chance.
Another confusion factor is that in
the days of pre-flipper pinball, the
game was also a chance game. With
the introduction of flippers in 1948,
pinball became a skill game. Modern
pinball machines have no odds to play
for, no money payouts, at least two
flippers, and state on each game"For Amusement Only." Alvin
Gottlieb of D. Gottlieb and Co. argues
that the law in Chicago is 26 years
behind the times.
Ted Zale, a designer for Bally sees it
like this, "They seem to pick on
pinball games because the kids
wouldn't buy their hot dogs and glass
of milk. I have a granddaughter and a
grandson and I'd rather have them
spend it on pinball than spend it on
dope."
I agree wholeheartedly. Yet the city
of Chicago allows pinball imitations
into the city, such as coin operated
baseball games and Chicago Coin's Hi
Score Pool. Both are similar although
technically not a pinball machine.
I guess pinball machines really are
as complicated as computers since
the city of Chicago can't recognize a
pingame for what it is-a game of skill
and a whole lot of fun to play.

WXRT
Beginning October 21, WXRT's Fine
Rock program was expanded. It will
now be broadcast from 6pm until 5
am. The new sign on time will be six
hours earlier than when the station
first began two years ago. The new
times reflect WXRT's expanded
audience in a city that had previously
been unable to support a progressive
rock station.
The station, located at 93 FM,
features minimum commercial interruption and emphasizes playing
the best in rock, folk, blues and jazz.
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Memory
Con't from page 1

of smokey links. Imagine a giant
gallon of milk wearing a necklace of
smokey links pushing a pork chop in a
cart.
Remembering names, faces and
other intangibles is done through
substitution. The French word for
grapefruit is pamplemousse. Think of
pimples all over a moose. The Greek
word for scissors is psaldi-pass a
lady. You've just met a woman named
Lucy Pizzano-a goose with a pizza on
its nose.
After you've chosen a substitute for
a persons name, look at their face arid
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·icks...
bed and lost them for three weeks.
It wasn't until I washed my sheets
that I found them. If I had imagined a
giant pair of glasses · leeping in my
bed, .I wouldn't have spent three
weeks asking old Indies to read bus
signs for me.
If you leave the house and you're not
sure if you turned off the stove before
leaving, the image Of little flames
jumping off the counter should put
your mind at ease.
You've been trying to convince
people for years that you get these
brilliant, innovative ideas in the
middle of the night but you never
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choose an outstanding feature. Take a
name like Ron 'Krakowitz. Imagine
running crackers with ships in their
·hands. Roil's most outstanding
feature are the fUrrows around his
mouth and eyes. You see the crackers
with the ships in their hands running
along the lines of his face .
Absentmindedness has caused me
unending inconvenience. If my gloves
aren't pinned to my body I'll forget
them. Consequently . I always have
very raw, red hands in the winter.
Most absentmindedness is the result
of not thinking about what you're
.doing at the time. Take a second and
think . I once. placed my glasses on my
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remember them, which is almost the
same as not having them at all. To
remember the flashes of midnight
genius, take something next to the bed
and place it on the floor. Next,
associate the key words of the idea
with the object. The following morning when you stub your toe it should
all conie back with the rush of pain.
There are four simple rules to
remembering;
substitution or
association, placing things out of
proportion, exaggeration and action.
Keeping these thfugs 'in mind, being a
mental cripple because of shortness of
memory could be in the forgotten
past.

Classifieds:
TWO VOLVO SNOW TIRES for sale.
Firestone, on rims for Volvo Model
142. Used for only 2000 miles. $60.00.
Phone 285-8239.
WANTED: VTR EQUIPMENT. Sony
CVA-3 RF adapter for Model CV-2000
reel to reel unit or Sony CVM-950U 8"
black and white monitor. Call863-7730
after .6pm.
ACTORS WANTED. Must apeak both
Spanish and English. Pay uncertain.
College credit if desired. Independent ·
study project by Columbia College
student to be called Black Swan
Theatre Co. For · more information
call386-7760. Ask for Miriam Solon or
leave message.
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Palmistry and the occult
by Jacquie Lewis
Last semester in part one I explained the basic hand positions and
hand types. Now, in part two we'll talk
about the mounts and the thirteen
lines to be found in your palm.
The set of the fingers is important.
The normal set for a square hand is
almost in a straight line across the
palm . All others make a gentle curve
.so the first finger sets a little lower
than the second and third, while the
little finger drops down slightly . Any
finger that is noticeably low detracts
greatly from the value of the mount
area.
The mount of Jupiter represents
ambition and social prestige. If the
development is closer to the side of the
palm , family pride is the chief ambition ; closer to the headline,
leadership, a desire for authority.
Placed .near Saturn, scholarly attributes.
The mount area of Saturn is seldom
highly developed. It is the epitome of
sobriety . Lo.ve
of
solitude,
cautiousness, and mental reserve are
characteristics.
The mount area of Apollo
represents the talent for the appreciation of the arts. Developed
toward Saturn-a serious aspect is
uppermost. Toward Mercury- a
practical, business mind is added to
the talents, shrewdness in all deals.
The mount area of Mercury
represents practical ma nagerial
facilities or scientific aptitude .
Developed towards Apollo-love and
appreciation for beautiful surroundings. Toward the base of the fingerbusiness before pleasure. Toward
Upper Mars-a spirit willing to fight
for a cause. Toward the percussion, or
the side of the hand-a good sense of
humor, clear, quick thinking, lively
and talkative.
The mount area of luna represents
imagination, intuition, and creative
ability. When developed toward
Upper Mars-the practical dreamer
able to apply imaginative ideas to
everyday needs. Near the wristsensuality,
sometimes
just
imaginative . Toward Venusromantic, emotional. Toward the
Plain of Mars-aggressiveness to
further one's ability. If the entire
percussion bulges-need for physical
activity combined with some creative
project.
The mount area of Venus represents
love, sympathy, passion, and vitality.
If Venus is developed toward Lower
Mars-an arguementive streak is
present. Near the wrist- affectionate,
sensual. Near the thumb base- very
emotional.
Near
Luna-selfindulgent.
The mount area of Lower Mars, if
fully developed indicates the will to
fight for personal reputation, aim and
cause, aggressiveness for self and
family . If the area is hollow a fearful
person is the case.
The mount area of Upper Mars
represents endurance , bravery,

fortitude and resistance. Higher or
stronger tow a rds Mercury-very
oersistent . Toward the Plain of
Mars--{)ver aggressiveness. Toward
the percussion- ph ysic al reserve .
Toward Luna-takes advantage of
imaginative qualities.
The thumb , is the index to the
character of the hand. The first
phalange represents will power, the
second, reasoning ability . If the first
phalange is longest, there is more will
than logic. If the second phalange is
longer than the first, there is native
intelligence but not a great amount of
will to carry things through .
A line should be continually, clearly
traced., without varience of form or
color. It should be medium in depth
and width. Color, pinkish or medium
pink. Red lines show impetuosity, and
a passionate, emotional nature. If
very dark-jealousy. Light-colored
lines, indecision and a weak consituation. A person who tires easily.
Deep lines-a determined nature with
a good healthy constitution. Very· fine
lines, lack of physical strength. Few
lines, able to work without worry.
Many lines, many interests, often
harnessed by worries and conflicts. A
frayed line with many little lines
emanating from it weakens the value
of the main line. A split line shows a
weakening influence. A chained line,
periods of illnnss. And a broken line, a
change.
The line of life indicates the vitality
and energy that a person can expend
throughout a lifetime.
If the line begins high, close to the
forefinger, it indicates a person
governed by a great ambition, one not
easily deterred by disappointments or
frustrations.
Joined to the head line, it shows
normal constructive planning
moderated by a fair amount of
caution.
When the life and head lines are
slightly separated, it is a ~ign of a
highly energetic nature. A wide
separation , however , means impulsiveness.
The head line represents mental
power, intellectuality, and memory.
The normal, average head line
reaches across the palm terminating
under Apollo or as far as Mercury. A
short line, need for outside assistance
to achieve success. Very short, lack or
ambition. The headline that moves
straight across the palm gives a
practical streak to the mentality.
While a sloping one, towards Luna,
adds the imaginative qualities.
The heart line represents the
emotional and physical qualities
dependent upon the heart.
Starting high, almost to the base of
the Jupiter finger, jealousy.
Beginning low and running in a
straight line, affection but with little
demonstration of emotions.
Between first and second finger,
sensual, tolerant, idealistic, and
generous.
Between second and third fingers, a
negative attitude toward love.
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The heart line that drops down at the
start and joins the head line, the head
rules the heart.
The line of Saturn or as it is
sometimes called the fate line indicates a steadfast desire to follow a
definite pattern of living.
If the line of Saturn starts from the
line of life-success through one's own
resourses and efforts.
Starting from inside the line on the
mount of Venus-assistance from
family from the very start.
Cutting a beginning from the
rascette, or the wrist lines-marty
difficulties to surmount before the
ultimate is achieved.
From the mount of Lunaopportunity comes through channels
outside the family circle.
On the Mars area-a forceful trait is
added .
From the middle of the palm, the
head line or the heart line- success in
career pursuits is achieved later in
life.
The line of Apollo has numerous
names, namely, the fortune line, line
of luck, line of the Sun, solar line,
second fate line, line of brilliance, line
of success.
Starting from and joined to the life
line-talent must be developed,
sponsored or ·financed by outside
sources.
Starting from the area of Lunaimaginative qualities govern the
career.
Beginning within the center of the
palm-success follows a rough
struggle.
From the head line-the subject
usually attains financial security

through self-planned ideas, due entirely to personal ingenuity.
If it starts from the area of Upper
Mars-attainment · through persistence and will power.
If the line seems to start from the
heart line-success may not come
·
until late in life.
The line of Mercury is also known as
the line of health, the line of liver, or
the hepatic line.
Absence of this line has always been · ·
considered a good sign with no serious
health problems.
Starting from th~ line of lifedigestive ailments. ·
Starting in the a~ea of Lunarestlessness.
·
Personal requests for · favorite
topics of interest should be drop~ in
the suggestion box in the newspaper
office.
·

RTL Proxy
Another new magazine . devoted to
the creative arts will soon hit the
stands. The magazine, RTL Proxy, is
looking for original work they .
publish. Their first publi~ation date is
set for January of 1975.
RTL Proxy is looking for poetry, of
any type or length ; articles of up to
3,000 words ; artwork, either black and
white sketches or photos and short
stories of up to 5,000 words in length.
Work should be submitte~ as r.oon
as possible to the Penman Publishing
Company, P.O. Box 758, Elmhurst, II.
60126.

can
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Help for the lost and disoriented
By Deborah Fotiadi
Are you confused, disorientated,
have a ton of questions and don't know
where to go? Take an alka seltzer qr
go to Columbia's built-in rescue
station on the seventh floor. They may
not be able to answer why you can't
sleep at night but giving a direction is
part of the service.
There are a number of departments
that handle specific problems. To
save time and temper, it's a good idea
to know who to see in the first place.
Peggy Vogt's Bursar office is
located in room 714, down the hall
from the ladies' john. Peggy handles
tuition payments and related subject
matter. She's an extremely pleasant
and unscrooge-like lady and doesn't
spend her day counting the school's
money.
If you know you're going to have
problems keeping up with the
timetable of payments the school has
established, Peggy will make the
arrangements for a payment plan you
can handle to avoid the difficulties of
being socked with the entire tuition
fee at the end of the semester or
forcing you to neglect personal bills.
As Peggy puts it, "I know the
students can't promise me a pie in the
sky and I know they can't keep up. An
agreed amount per week that the
student can handle so they can keep
themselves going is fine."
Students should keep in touch with
Peggy so she knows what to expect
and what problems to anticipate. Her
office is open from 9-5. If you're in a
real bite, by all means, see her.

The second resource for monetary
assistance and -guidance-for some
people it's the first-is the Financial
Aid Office in room 720; (down the hall
from the bookstore.) There, a real ·
lovely by the name of Laura Day rides
head over the applications to the
Illinois State Scholarship Commission, Veteran Benefits, Student
Loans, and Columbia College Work
Aid Program.
Laura also has some information
about grants, though not too much. If
your financial situation makes it
impossible for you to afford your ·
education, Laura will see you get the
help you need.
There are also special aid programs
for ex-addicts and people with their
heads turned around just a little left of
center. She can tell you about these.
Sharing the same office with Laura
is Terry Thomas, the resident VA
representative. He'll help you turn the
screws and get rid of some of the fly
paper involved in getting your VA
educational benefits from the
government.
If your problems don't involve
money but class schedules, counseling, records or where to dump your
laundry, there is the interrelated
team of Lombardo, Joans, Phillips,
and Davis. Hard-pressed and working
iP what is at times sweatshop conditions, these four people are your
guides through the bureaucratic
labyrinth of files and counter-files.
The ever-smiling Mary Kay Lombardo, former CC graduate is the
Admission Administrative Assistant.
She'll point out the right door.

Joan Phillips, Director of Admission

Libby Jones is the keeper of the
records and forms of forms of forms.
Libby has all your school records,
transcripts, current catalogues of
other schools, material related to
graduate schools. In addition, she
handles class changes and all complaints about classes making sure
they're channeled to the right people,
information about the Co-op Program
with Mundelein College and the Art
Institute, special information about
independent studies with the DuSable
Museum and the Community
Organization at Midwest Academy,
records of any correspondence, the
list never stops.
If you need counseling about hours
needed for graduation, your grades or
credits . are in error, Libby will
scratch, search and otherwise turn
everything upside-down to see you're
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Map of the seventh floor administrative office.:;.

set straight.
Joan Phillips is the Director of
Admissions, Record Evaluation aqd
the Foreign Student Advisor. She is
your introduction to Columbia. Until
the new student is oriented, Joan is
the lady to see. Class counseling is a
casually interwoven thing as to what
is available and what is needed in
your program.
She looks for students with the
motivation and desire to learn from
the classes Columbia offers. "We're
trying to be as unexclusive and op~n
as possible. Who are we to say you're
not able to test your own potential. We
don',t regard ourselves as administrators but as the professional
staff." The desire to learn seems to be
the major criteria for admission.
Joan ,sends out all the catalogues,
answers inquiries about the college
and classes, talks to all perspective
students, evaluates all incoming
transcripts and GED tests and is the
originator of your file which is passed
on to Libby.
A connecting door in Joan's office
leads to Hubert D<'.vis' office. (He also
has a separate entrance in the
corridor behind the cubicle where you
pay your fees.) Asked what he does he
answered, "I don't do anything."
Hugh is the report and statistic
producer and head banana of Student
Services. Mild-mannered he isn't offthe-wall he is. He's a bit disconce;ting
at first meeting because of his system
of working. He'll be talking to you,
punching figures into his calculator,
answering the phone, bellowing in the
air, tracing records of money and
where it's needed, smoke a cigaret
and pick his toes all at the same time.
Everyone seems to find their way to
his door, sometimes just for the fun of
watching h:im at work.
In regard to Student Services he's
the caretaker and gravedigger of all
the programs. If you want to take your
problems right to the top, see Hugh. If
you ask Hubert Davis that you'd like
to see Hubert Davis, he'll probably
tell you he's not in.
Really, if you have questions or
problems, the doors are open and the
people are there. Don't by shy, come
\ in. From what I've seen, the personal
touch is the rule and not the exception
when you're looking for help.
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New students talk:
"It's really OK"
('

By Maureen O'Grady

Winkler's No. 6 Tarot Card
The work of Tom Winkler, an artist
at Columbia, will be featured in each
issue of the C.C. Writer. The topic of
the art series is ancient tarot cards.
Tom's artistic innovations are done
with a modern day perception.
The history of Tarot cards is so old
that the origin of them is unknown.
Our modern day playing cards stem
,from the Tarot deck, and the fifty-six
minor arcana (arcana means secret
or hidden knowledge) correspond to
the suits of today. The cups
correspond to hearts, the wands
correspond to diamongs, the swords to
·spades, and the pentacles to clubs.
The cards are mainly used for fortune
telling but they also can be used for
NElCT WEEK FOR
DOCUMENTARY PMOTO
CLASS, I WANT YCXJ ALL
TO BRING- &..a<.. iN
PRiNTS ... REFLE:C.TiNG
THE TRUE. LiFE.·ESSE:NCE.
OF THE. &H€.110 . . .

card games.
The major arcana consists of,
twenty-two cards. The Hierophant,
card number five, pictured above
represents external religion, rigidity,
and hierarchies. The loaf of bread,
symbolizing the staff of life in
organized religion, has legs.
Tom's vivid interpretation is the
sheep-like effect of the loaf makes one
think of the masses herding on Sunday
to their place of worship. The
protruding hand holding the bird
shows oppressing freedom involved in
the'ldogmatism of organized religion.
Amd the darkened face shows man's
blindness to ritt,aals.

"The teachers are less formal and
)llore receptive", said Eileen Hogan,
who also likes the small classes.
Gail Wagner feels it's better than
Circle and Colette Phelps thinks it's
"Ok".
Those are some of the responses
given by Columbia freshmen when
asked their first impressions of the
school.
Most of the 682 first time Col(Imbia
students aren't new to college life.
They have transferred from other
colleges and universities in the
Chicago area to our school where they
prefer the more personal and
challenging atmosphere to the large
formal classes of the bigger universities.
It's really quite difficult to unearth
a real live and breathing "college
freshman" here. If you happen to be
one, consider yourself a rarity.
I, being one of the 212 first time
college students enrolled here, find
this school refreshing, busy, and
slightly confusing as all- growing
schools are.
It's a big change coming from high
school where you're forced to exist
through four years of totaletarian
torture and numerous death threats
hanging over your head for
everything you should or shouldn't
have done.
Columbia has a much more relaxed
atmosphere. It's nice to have human

being teachers with first names.
I'm glad I decided to begin college
here. It's a good school to get you off
on the right foot.
For some reason or another
students don't arrive at Columbia
until putting in one or two years at
another college.
Nonetheless, Columbia has gained
general approval from its new
students, be they Freshmen or
whatever.
They feel it is a liberal school where
it is easy to get to know people in
small friendly surroundings rather
then becoming and rem11ining forever
just a fact in the crowd_ of a ten million
acre campus.
Or as Ron Jurkschat put it, "It's
cozy. It's like a close knit school."

Deadline
If you've got something to be
printed; an ad, story, photo or
anything, it has to be in the C.C.
Writer office by November 8. All
material received will be published in
the November 22nd issue. Bring it to
Room 520, right next to the lounge and
we'll be glad to run whatever you like.
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